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Abstract. Mice are an excellent model for studying mammalian hear-
ing and transgenic mouse models of human hearing, loss are com-
monly available. However, the mouse cochlea is substantially smaller
than other animal models routinely used to study cochlear physiology.
This makes study of their hair cells difficult. We develop a novel meth-
odology to optically image calcium within living hair cells left undis-
turbed within the excised mouse cochlea. Fresh cochleae are har-
vested, left intact within their otic capsule bone, and fixed in a
recording chamber. The bone overlying the cochlear epithelium is
opened and Reissner’s membrane is incised. A fluorescent calcium
indicator is applied to the preparation. A custom-built upright two-
photon microscope was used to image the preparation using 3-D
scanning. We are able to image about one third of a cochlear turn
simultaneously, in either the apical or basal regions. Within one hour
of animal sacrifice, we find that outer hair cells demonstrate increased
fluorescence compared with surrounding supporting cells. This meth-
odology is then used to visualize hair cell calcium changes during
mechanotransduction over a region of the epithelium. Because the
epithelium is left within the cochlea, dissection trauma is minimized
and artifactual changes in hair cell physiology are expected to be
reduced. © 2010 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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Introduction

he process of mammalian hearing is initiated when an in-
oming sound pressure wave enters the ear canal and vibrates
he eardrum. These vibrations are transmitted sequentially
hrough three middle ear bones �malleus, incus, and stapes� to
he inner ear. The cochlea is the portion of the inner ear re-
ponsible for the sense of hearing. Vibration of the stapes,
hich sits within the oval window of the cochlea, creates a

raveling wave that propagates along the cochlear duct and
timulates the region of the cochlea tuned to the correspond-
ng frequency.1 Hair cells at that location transduce the me-
hanical sound pressure waves into electrical signals. Deflec-
ion of the hair cell stereociliary bundles by the cochlear
raveling wave opens mechanosensitive channels and allows

ddress all correspondence to: John S. Oghalai, M.D., The Bobby R. Alford
epartment of Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery, Baylor College of
edicine, One Baylor Plaza, NA102, Houston, TX 77030. Tel: 713-798-3234;

ax: 713-798-5078; E-mail: jso@bcm.edu
ournal of Biomedical Optics 016002-
the entry of cations �predominantly K+ and Ca2+� into the hair
cell.2–6 The electrical signals are then transmitted to the audi-
tory nerve where they are carried to the brain for processing.

Nonmammalian hair cells have historically been used to
study mechanotransduction, the conversion of mechanical
into electrical energy, because of the ease of dissection.7–9

However, mammalian and nonmammalian hair cells have dif-
ferent electrical characteristics.10–15 Also, the mammalian co-
chlea is more sensitive to and can better differentiate between
sounds close in frequency than nonmammalian species. This
is because outer hair cells, which are unique to the mamma-
lian cochlea, produce forces that improve hearing sensitivity
and frequency selectivity. This process is called the cochlear
amplifier, and both somatic electromotility and stereociliary
force production have been proposed as the underlying
basis.16–19 Importantly, outer hair cells are typically the first
cell type to be lost after noise exposure, ototoxic drug expo-
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ure, and with aging. Thus, the study of nonmammalian hair
ells is not necessarily representative of what is happening
ithin the mammalian cochlea.

Mice can be used to study mammalian hearing in an effort
o understand human disease. Mice have cochlear anatomy
nd auditory characteristics similar to humans. They are easy
nd inexpensive to maintain and breed, and their time to ma-
urity is short. Most importantly, inbred species of mice are
ommonly available. This includes transgenic mice that have
enetic mutations that cause human hearing loss. A major
ifficulty in studying the mouse cochlea, however, is that it is
uite small. The size of the cochlea is only �1.5 mm in di-
meter, and the hair cells are also smaller than those of most
ther mammals. For this reason, the guinea pig, gerbil, and
hinchilla have often been used to study hair cell physiology.
owever, these species do not have the genetic and cost ad-
antages of mice.

We describe a novel methodology we developed to study
ound transduction by outer hair cells �OHCs� left undisturbed
ithin an excised mouse cochlear preparation. Mechanosen-

itive channels in hair cell stereocilia permit the entry of cal-
ium and potassium, which leads to cell depolarization. This
pens voltage-gated calcium channels along the basolateral
urfaces of the hair cell. Thus, measuring the intracellular
alcium concentration ��Ca2+�� provides an assessment of
ound transduction. The fluorescence intensity of ion-sensitive
yes is related to the concentration of the ions, and thus can
e used to detect ion concentration changes inside of cells. In
ur experiments, we have used Oregon Green BAPTA 488-
M, a fluorescent indicator that is sensitive to the calcium

oncentration. Previously, it has been widely used in the im-
ging of activity within nerve cells.20–22 For our purposes, we
ave used it to image the intracellular calcium concentration
ithin OHCs using two-photon microscopy. During the imag-

ng process, mechanical stimulation of the stapes at acoustic
requencies was performed to elicit hair cell transduction. We
ound that the stimulus produced reversible increases in OHC
alcium concentration.

Materials and Methods
.1 Specimen Preparation
he care and use of the animals was approved by the Institu-

ional Animal Care and Use Committee at Baylor College of
edicine. We used wild-type adult mice of mixed background

hat were 4 to 6 weeks old. The mouse was anesthetized with
ketamine/xylazine mixture and decapitated. Both cochleae
ere harvested and placed into oxygenated extracellular solu-

ion. The extracellular solution was similar to perilymph, the
uid that bathes the basolateral surfaces of the hair cells.
owever, we increased the calcium concentration within it to

voke larger responses. The extracellular solution contained
42 mM of NaCl, 4 mM of KCl, 10 mM of glucose, 10 mM
f HEPES, and 4 mM of CaCl2. The pH value of the solution
as adjusted to between 7.35 and 7.40, and the osmolality of

he solution was �305 mOsm /kg.
The cochlea was microdissected from the surrounding

one and tissue under a stereo microscope �Stemi-2000C,
eiss�. Figure 1�a� shows a schematic of the dissected co-
hlea, and Fig. 1�b� shows a schematic of a cross section of
ne turn of the cochlea. Figures 1�d� and 1�e� show a mouse
ournal of Biomedical Optics 016002-
cochlea during dissection as imaged through a charge-coupled
device �CCD� camera connected to the trinocular port of the
microscope. The stapes was left attached to the oval window
and the round window was untouched. Then, the cochlea was
glued upright into a custom-made plexiglass chamber using
dental glue �Iso-Dent, Ellman International, Oceanside, New
York�. Particular care was taken to make sure the stapes and
round window were not contacted by the glue, which might
affect their ability to conduct sound. The bone overlying the
region of the cochlear epithelium to be studied was then
opened with a fine knife and pick. The spiral ligament was
gently displaced laterally, and Reissner’s membrane was in-
cised to expose the cochlear epithelium containing the hair
cells. Typically about one quarter to one third of a cochlear
turn was exposed.

The entire dissection process could be completed typically
within about 20 min after animal sacrifice. After the dissec-
tion, the calcium indicator Oregon Green BAPTA 488-AM
�10 �M; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California� was applied to the
preparation, and the chamber was placed in a dark box for
30 min with a constant flow of oxygen over it. The chamber

Fig. 1 Dissection of the mouse cochlea. �a� Schematic of the cochlea
after dissection. An opening overlying the basal turn of the cochlea
�i.e., near the stapes and round window� is shown in this example. �b�
Schematic of a cross section of one turn of the cochlea. �c� The entire
temporal bone, which contains the cochlea, is shown submerged in
extracellular solution after removal from the skull, as visualized
through the dissecting microscope. The round window, oval window,
and stapes can be seen. The scale bar is 1 mm. �d� The cochlea has
been glued upright into a recording chamber, so that only the cochlea
�white area to the left of the oval and round windows� is visible.
Particular care needs to be taken to leave the round window, oval
window, and stapes unencumbered by glue. The scale bar is 1 mm.
�e� The apical turn of the cochlea has been opened. This permits
visualization of the cochlear epithelium where the hair cells are lo-
cated �curved dark area at tip of arrow�. About one third to one half of
a cochlea turn can be opened. The scale bar is 0.5 mm.
January/February 2010 � Vol. 15�1�2
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as then moved to the microscope for imaging, residual dye
as rinsed away, and constant perfusion with oxygenated ex-

racellular solution was performed by a peristaltic pump. The
ump speed was limited to make sure the flow of extracellular
olution did not disturb the optical image.

.2 Imaging setup
maging was performed using a custom-built upright micro-
cope �Fig. 2� based on a moveable objective microscope
MOM, Sutter Instruments, Novato, California�. An objective
ens turret �OT1, Thorlabs, Newton, New Jersey� was inserted
o permit easy changing of the objective without losing the
rientation of the sample. A CCD camera was incorporated
nto the setup to allow visualization of the specimen using
ransmitted light. We typically used a 4� long-working dis-
ance objective �Plan Fluor, Nikon� to find the area of interest
n the sample. The focal plane and choice of region to image
ould be varied by moving the objective lens, which was
ounted on 3-D translation motor stages �MP285-3Z/M, Sut-

er Instruments�. Then, we rotated in a 20�, 0.95-NA water
mmersion lens �XFLUOR 20� water immersion lens, Olym-
us� objective, which was used for imaging.

An ultrafast Ti:saphpire laser �Chameleon, Coherent, Pal-
stine, Texas� was used as a near-infrared �NIR� two-photon
xcitation light source. The center wavelength used in these
xperiments was 800 nm and the pulse width at the laser
utput was �140 fs. After a series of steering mirrors and
elescopes, the laser was adjusted to a suitable beam size and
ngularly scanned by a pair of 3-mm-aperture galvometer-
ontrolled mirrors �6200H, Cambridge Technology, Lexing-
on, Massachusetts�. The scan mirrors were imaged onto the
ack focal plane of the objective lens by the scan and tube
enses. The laser was focused into sample through the imag-
ng objective. The average laser power was manually attenu-
ted by a half-wave plate and polarizer to about 30 to 40 mW
as measured after passing through the objective lens� to mini-
ize damage to the sample and photobleaching of the indica-

or, while still providing an adequate signal-to-noise ratio.
The fluorescence light was collected by the same objective

ens and reflected to the detector by a dichroic mirror �type

Fig. 2 Schematic of the microscope system.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 016002-
ET670SP-2P8, Chroma Technology, Rockingham, Vermont�
located between the objective and tube lenses. A bandpass
fluorescence filter �type ET525 /50 nm, Chroma Technology�
before the detector blocked the residue reflected or scattered
NIR excitation light and only let the green fluorescence pass
through. The fluorescence light signal was detected by a pho-
tomultiplier tube �C7319, Hamamatsu� and digitalized by an
A/D converter �PXI 6259, National Instrument, Austin,
Texas�.

Open source software �ScanImage Version 3.1, Cold
Spring Harbor Laboratory, Cold Spring Harbor, New York�23

written in Matlab �The Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts�
was used to control the devices and collected images. We
intensively modified the software to work with the hardware
we used and our experimental protocols. Experimental data
images were saved in tagged image file format �TIFF�.

2.3 Stimulus
Experiments were performed using a piezoelectric actuator
�PA8-12, Piezosystem, Jena, Germany� to generate move-
ments of the stapes as previously described.24 Briefly, the pi-
ezoelectric actuator drives a long thin shaft �a 4-cm-long
tungsten wire, 0.005 in. diameter�. The piezoelectric actuator
and shaft were mounted on a 3-D manipulator �PCS-5000
series, Burleigh, EXFO, Mississauga, Ontario� and the tip of
the shaft was positioned to contact the stapes. During the
collection of a series of images, the piezoelectric actuator pro-
duced sound stimuli that varied from 5 to 12 kHz. The stimu-
lus was 15 s long, and consisted of 150-ms blocks of sine
waves repeated at a rate of 5 Hz. The magnitude of stapes
motion had been previously measured �using a laser Doppler
vibrometer� to be in the nanometer range, recreating a sound
intensity of �80-dB sound pressure level.24 Figure 3�a�
shows a schematic of the experiment setup. Figure 3�b� shows
a microscopic picture of the stimulator tip in contact with the
stapes.

3 Results
3.1 Outer Hair Cell Calcium Imaging
When the preparation was ready for imaging, the recording
chamber was transferred to the microscope and held fixed in
place on a rigid column. First, the sample was visualized us-
ing transmitted light that originated from underneath the
sample. We used a 4� objective lens to position the tip of the
stimulating probe against the top of the stapes �the capitulum�.
The angle of approach was within 25 deg of colinearity with
the stapes to maximize the transmission of the vibrations of
the piezoactuator to the fluids of the cochlea. We then found a
region of the cochlear epithelium to image, and changed to
the 20� objective lens. Again, the sample was viewed using
transmitted light to verify that the OHCs in the region to be
imaged appeared organized and healthy. The microscope was
then switched into two-photon mode by moving the flipper
mirror to allow the laser to reach the sample.

Figure 4�a� shows typical transmitted light and Figs. 4�b�
and 4�c� show fluorescence images of the cochlear epithelium.
The quality of images depended on the intensity of the laser,
the scanning resolution, and the number of averaged frames.
While this calcium indicator is expected to partition relatively
January/February 2010 � Vol. 15�1�3
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venly among all cells, the OHCs always demonstrated the
argest fluorescence intensity. This suggests that the indicator
s either preferably taken up into OHCs, or that intracellular
alcium concentration within OHCs is elevated. The latter is
ore likely, given the well-known fact that OHCs progres-

ively deteriorate after animal sacrifice and are dead within
bout four hours. There was some variability in the brightness
f different OHCs as well, presumably reflecting differences
n their resting intracellular �Ca+2�.

Inner hair cells �IHCs� and some supporting cells, like pil-
ar cells, also could be visualized, but their staining intensity
as weaker. Increasing the scanning zoom factor permitted
isualization of the V-shaped OHC stereociliary bundles, as in
ig. 4�c�. We could not distinguish individual OHC stereocilia
ith this preparation. OHC stereocilia are �200 nm in diam-

ter, which is beyond the resolution limit of the light wave-
ength we used. The staining intensity of the stereocilia was
aint compared to that of the soma.

.2 Quantification of Outer Hair Cell Intracellular
Calcium Concentration

o estimate the resting �Ca2+� inside the OHCs, we measured
he calcium indicator fluorescence within 16 OHCs using Im-
geJ software �NIH, Bethesda, Maryland�. We selected indi-
idual OHCs from four cochleae before and after applying
.1% Triton X-100 for 30 s. This procedure permeabilized the

ig. 3 Schematic diagram of the experiment setup. The size of the
ochlea is exaggerated for clarity. In this diagram, the opening in the
ochlea is shown overlying the basal turn. �b� Image of the prepara-
ion taken through the experimental microscope with the tip of the
iezoactuator in contact with the stapes. The opening of the cochlea
as over the apical turn in this example. The scale bar is 1 mm.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 016002-
plasma membrane and allowed extracellular calcium to enter
into the cell. The average increase in �F /F was 115�19%
�mean�SEM, p�0.0001�, and varied depending on the ini-
tial fluorescence level of the OHC �Fig. 5�a��. Although cells
that were brighter at rest demonstrated a lower increase in
fluorescence after the application of Triton X-100 than those
that were initially dimmer, all cells still demonstrated in-
creases in �F /F. This indicated that the calcium indicator
was not saturated at the resting �Ca+2� inside the OHCs.

We then calculated the �Ca2+� within the cells using the
equation per the instructions provided by the manufacturer of
the indicator �Long-Wavelength Calcium Indicators Product
Information, Invitrogen�. This required knowing the fluores-
cence at rest, the fluorescence of the calcium saturated probe
as determined by the permeabilization experiment, the back-
ground fluorescence, and the dissociation constant �Kd� of the
indicator dye �170 nM�. From our sample, the OHC resting
�Ca+2� was found to vary from 52 to 875 nM. After exclud-
ing the three OHCs whose �Ca+2� were �2 SD above the
mean, the average OHC intracellular �Ca+2� was
137�21 nM �mean�SEM�. Figure 5�b� demonstrates that
the �F /F after Triton X-100 application varied exponentially
with the resting intracellular �Ca+2�.

3.3 Outer Hair Cell Fluorescence Change During
Sound Stimulation

Our goal was to measure changes in intracellular calcium as
an assessment of mechanotransduction. This was done by re-

Fig. 4 Transmitted light view of the cochlear epithelium as imaged by
the CCD camera. The one row of inner hair cells �IHCs� and three
rows of outer hair cells �OHCs� can be seen. The pillar cells sit be-
tween the IHCs and OHCs. �b� A typical fluorescence image of the
cochlear epithelium after staining with the calcium indicator Oregon
Green BAPTA 488-AM. The OHCs demonstrate particularly high fluo-
rescence intensity. The dotted line indicates the OHC region from
which the total fluorescence was calculated. The scale bar is 15 �m.
�c� By increasing the zoom factor, OHC stereociliary bundles can be
noted. The scale bar is 5 �m. �a�, �b�, and �c� are from different
samples.
January/February 2010 � Vol. 15�1�4
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ording a series of 2-D image frames �100 images in �60 s�.
o frame averaging was used for this process. During a por-

ion of the recording, the sound stimulus was applied to the
tapes.

Using ImageJ software �NIH, Bethesda, Maryland�, we se-
ected the OHC region of the epithelium and calculated the

ean fluorescence intensity for each image frame. This value
as plotted as a function of time. Due to photobleaching, the
uorescence intensity decreased during the time of data col-

ection. This was accounted for by fitting the fluorescence
ata with a decreasing single exponential curve. The weight
unction of the fitting was adjusted to remove the effect of
ound stimulation from the photobleaching background curve.
or frames without any stimulus presented, the weighting was
et to one, and for frames where there was a sound stimulus
resented, the weighting was set to zero. Then, all the raw
ata were normalized by the fitted background curve.

ig. 5 Change in fluorescence after membrane permeablization vs the
nitial OHC fluorescence. OHCs that were initially dimmer demon-
trated a larger increase in their fluorescence as expected. Data were
tted with a line. �b� Change in fluorescence after membrane perme-
blization vs the initial OHC �Ca2+�. Data were fitted with an expo-
ential curve. Three data points at the extreme high range were �2
D above the mean, and were excluded from the calculations of the
verage resting OHC �Ca2+�.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 016002-
Figures 6�a� and 6�b� show typical OHC calcium fluores-
cence intensity curves as a function of time �image frame
count number�. These examples were collected from the
group of 24 OHCs within the apical turn of the cochlea �eight
from each of the three rows� from Fig. 4�b�. Figure 6�a� dem-
onstrates the original data, the smoothed data, the fitted expo-
nential, and background noise. The sound stimulus was pre-
sented between frames 27 through 58. The smoothing method
was a moving window average with a nine-point span. In
contrast to the fluorescence of the OHCs, the background
noise was not affected by photobleaching or the sound stimu-
lus. Figure 6�b� displays the normalized data ��F /F� and the
smoothed normalized data. An increase of the fluorescence
intensity of up to 4% over baseline can be seen in the figure
during the time of sound stimulation. This is consistent with
an increase in intracellular calcium during sound transduction.

In addition to allowing the measurement of responses from
groups of OHCs, this technique also permitted the measure-
ment of calcium changes within single OHCs. Figure 6�c�
demonstrates the �F /F response of a single representative
OHC. We then measured responses from six different co-
chleae, and averaged the responses of ten representative cells,
as shown in Fig. 6�d�. The noise floor threshold line is the
mean noise floor plus three times the standard deviation, in-
dicating that the response reaches statistical significance. This
average change of �3% would correspond to a change in the
intracellular �Ca+2� of �4 to 5 nM.

As an additional control, we also tested six cochleae with-
out sound stimulation, and no change in �F /F was found
after adjusting for photobleaching �data not shown�.

4 Discussion
We demonstrate a novel technique to image dynamic changes
in calcium within hair cells of the mammalian cochlea. Using
two-photon microscopy, we were able to detect changes in
OHC calcium concentration during sound stimulation of the
cochlea. The slow increase in the fluorescence intensity dur-
ing the stimulus was consistent with cation entry through
mechanosensitive transduction channels in the stereociliary
bundles, as well as activation of voltage-gated calcium chan-
nels along the basolateral surfaces of the OHC.25–27 This cal-
cium response corresponds with the summating potential, a
slow depolarization within hair cells that can be measured
during sound stimulation.28–30 The average value for the rest-
ing �Ca+2� in OHCs that we measured �137�21 nM� was
similar to that of other reports studying freshly isolated OHCs
from the guinea pig �102�15 nM31 and 181�24 nM32�.

There are certainly considerations one must appreciate
when interpreting these results. While the cochlea is normally
enclosed with the otic capsule bone, we did have to open it to
visualize the hair cells. This is expected to partially alter the
structural properties of the cochlea and change the acoustic
impedance. This may decrease the efficiency of sound propa-
gation through the cochlea. Also, result, hair cell stimulation
might be decreased. As well, in a living animal the potential
of the endolymph �the fluid bathing the stereocilia of the
OHCs� is around +100 mV and the intracellular potential of
the OHC is about −70 mV. Once the cochlea was excised for
these experiments, the endolymphatic potential dropped to
ground potential, reducing the driving potential for cation en-
January/February 2010 � Vol. 15�1�5
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ry into the hair cell substantially. We partially compensated
or this by increasing the extracellular calcium concentration,
ut nevertheless, this is not a normal physiological environ-
ent. Changing the calcium concentration from its normally

ow level of �20 �M can alter the anatomy of the tectorial
embrane �TM�. However, in the mouse, changes in the

ength and thickness of the TM when changing from en-
olymph to perilymph �i.e., high K+ to high Na+, and Ca2
from 20 �M to2 mM� are only 1 to 2%.33 In addition, the
ouse TM does not change in a cross sectional area when the

Ca2+� in perilymph is changed from 2 mM to 20 �M.34

To date, the study of mammalian hair cell forward trans-
uction has been essentially limited to in vivo studies of hear-
ng in anesthetized animals and single-cell patch clamp stud-
es. Both have substantial limitations and inherent difficulties
hat make data interpretation complex. This technique pro-
ides a unique approach to studying regional and genetic dif-
erences between cochlear hair cell transduction. In particular,
e propose that it will permit the measurement of OHC re-

ponses to sound stimuli at different regions of the cochlea
nd the assessment of functional differences in hair cell physi-
logy between different transgenic mice strains. Thus, we ar-
ue that this technique can be used to provide a novel assess-
ent of hair cell stimulation patterns in mice with hearing

oss mutations.

ig. 6 Original data, smoothed data, and exponential fit, as a function
moving window average with a nine-point span. The fit was a sing

ound stimulation was presented between frames 27 and 58, as indica
r the sound. �b� Original data and smoothed data after normalization
rom a single OHC. �d� Average of responses from ten OHCs from six
ournal of Biomedical Optics 016002-
5 Conclusion
The calcium sensitive fluorescence dye, Oregon Green
BAPTA 488-AM, successfully entered mammalian OHCs.
Two-photon calcium imaging of the mouse cochlear epithe-
lium is used to measure changes in intracellular calcium con-
centration within OHCs in response to sound stimulation.
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